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Abstract
Linear covariance analysis is an uncertainty analysis tool comparable to Monte Carlo analysis; both
provide similar statistical information about the performance and uncertainties of a dynamic system. Linear
covariance analysis linearizes the models of a dynamic system and propagates the state uncertainties alongside
a reference trajectory. These uncertainties are similar to those computed from post processing a Monte Carlo
analysis and require potentially significantly fewer computational resources. A comparison of the two analyses
is performed on an example sample return atmospheric entry mission. The example mission is an unguided
entry vehicle similar to the Stardust Sample Return Mission. Flight dynamics for entry are modeled with
the three-degree-of-freedom translational equations of motion. Uncertainty in vehicle, environmental, and
mission design parameters are included to determine expected flight performance. In the analysis, linear
covariance results match Monte Carlo within 4% in determining the state uncertainties over the trajectory,
while requiring only 0.48% the computational effort relative to Monte Carlo analysis. Further analysis using
linear covariance shows that uncertainty in position is the largest contributor to state dispersions. The final
state dispersion is highly sensitive to uncertainty in initial position. Comparatively uncertainty in initial
velocity contributes much less to the final state dispersion and is insensitive. Varying the initial position
dispersion by ±50% results in the largest changes in the 3−σ uncertainty in the altitude at parachute deploy
which ranges from 995 m to 2076 m compared to the nominal 1495 m uncertainty.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Linear covariance analysis is an uncertainty analysis tool commonly used to assess dynamical systems;
linear covariance analysis provides similar statistical information to Monte Carlo analysis. For aerospace
applications, linear covariance analysis is typically utilized to explore the performance of vehicle and mission
architectures in a more computationally efficient manner than Monte Carlo analysis. The efficiency of linear
covariance analysis makes it attractive for parametric studies that are often conducted early in a design phase
of complex aerospace systems to better inform design choices and developments of requirements, potentially
leading to improved vehicle and mission performance.
Linear covariance analysis has its roots within Kalman filter theory. Kalman filters are able to estimate
the state of a system when provided with known uncertainties in sensor noises and a model of the dynamic
system with estimated disturbances on the model. In early use of linear covariance analysis, it was a tool
used exclusively for state estimation. Jazwinski [1] and Maybeck [2] are two researchers responsible for
early analysis of linear covariance analysis expanded from Kalman filter theory in this manner. Likewise,
Hotz [3] expanded this form of linear covariance analysis to include control and feedback which allows linear
covariance analysis to compete with Monte Carlo analysis as an uncertainty analysis tool for closed-loop
GNC vehicles.
Linear covariance analysis has been used across many aerospace applications, including regarding orbital
debris rendezvous [4], powered ascent [5], lunar descent [6], and atmospheric entry [7] [8] [9]. While these
analyses rely on the framework established earlier, many work to expand the capabilities of linear covariance
analysis to account for event triggers in missions [10] and to explore the use of numerical methods in
linearizing guidance algorithms instead of using an analytical model where they may not exist [5].
This thesis explores the utility of linear covariance analysis for trajectory analysis of high-speed atmo-
spheric flight systems with example application to a lunar sample return mission. The Stardust Sample
Return Capsule is be used as a baseline for vehicle and mission characteristics. A comparison of results to
Monte Carlo analysis is performed and discrepancies are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Linear Covariance Analysis
Linear covariance analysis is performed with state-space dynamics including both the true state and
navigation state. Linear covariance analysis evaluates the state dispersion along a reference trajectory and
differentiates between true and navigation state dispersions. The process for performing a linear covariance
analysis begins with identification of the dynamic models of the system of interest, which may be nonlinear.
Included within the dynamic model are vehicle models, environment models, sensor models, and guidance,
navigation, and control algorithm models. A reference trajectory for the system is computed and state
dispersions are calculated from the linearized dynamics about the reference trajectory. These dispersions
come in the form of the covariance matrix which relates dispersion in each state variable describing the
system. This generalized process will be expanded upon in the following section.
2.1 General LCA Formulation
The true state dynamics can be expressed generally in the following form:
x˙ = f(x, uˆ) +Bw (2.1)
where x˙ is the time rate of change of the state that is defined by some set of equations f(x, uˆ) which describe
the system dynamics based on the current true state x and the control input (actuator commands) to the
system uˆ. The variable w represents the process noise associated with the true state dynamics which accounts
for uncertainties in modeling the state dynamics and B is a matrix used to associate those noises with the
appropriate state variables.
The control input, uˆ, can be expressed as a function of the navigation state
uˆ = gˆ(xˆ) (2.2)
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Eq. (2.2) is general and depends heavily on attributes specific to a system it is applied to. For example these
command inputs may describe an array of small thrusters on a spacecraft used for attitude control. The
effects of these thrusters in describing the system dynamics of Eq. (2.1) depend on system properties, like
mass, moment of inertia, thruster properties, and the location of the thrusters on the system; the navigation
state of the system; and the control law in place for the dynamical system.
The navigation state dynamics can be modeled in the same way:
˙ˆx = fˆ(xˆ, y˜) (2.3)
where ˙ˆx is the time rate of change of the navigation state defined by a set of equations fˆ(xˆ, y˜). The variable y˜
corresponds to what is typically the continuous measurements, which for most dynamical systems in aerospace
applications would be instruments like accelerometers and gyroscopes. These inertial measurements can be
described as a function of the true state, actuator command inputs, and measurement noise, η:
y˜ = c(x, uˆ) + η (2.4)
What has been described so far are the general expressions for the dynamics of some controlled system.
To perform a linear covariance analysis it is necessary to linearize about some reference trajectory defined
by the dynamics described in these equations. This reference trajectory is denoted as x¯.
The goal of linear covariance analysis is determining how the true and navigation states disperse along
the reference trajectory. These dispersions are defined as δx = x − x¯ and δxˆ = xˆ − x¯n for the true and
navigation states respectively. Much like how x and xˆ are propagated, the dispersion states δx and δxˆ can
be propagated by the following equations
δx˙ = Fxδx+ FuˆGˆxˆδxˆ+Bw (2.5)
δ ˙ˆx =
(
Fˆxˆ + Fˆy˜CuˆGˆXˆ
)
δxˆ+ Fˆy˜Cxδx+ Fˆy˜η (2.6)
where capital characters with subscripts denote partial derivatives of the variable represented by the capital
character with respect to that of the subscript character along the reference trajectory. For example Fx =
∂f/∂x|x¯.
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In an effort to simplify the notation, the dispersion states δx and δxˆ are consolidated into the augmented
state vector, X such that:
X =
δx
δxˆ
 (2.7)
Often, the primary reason for performing a Monte Carlo analysis is to find this dispersion state X as
a function of time for a given dynamical system. In order to do this, many (typicaly several thousands
for planetary entry analyses) integrations of the dynamical system are performed with perturbations across
the state variables and system properties. Post processing of this data set then produces estimates of X.
With linear covariance analysis this process is shortened by computing these statistics directly along one
trajectory. By rewriting Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.6) in the form of Eq. (2.7) the following augmented state
dynamics are described by
X˙ = FX + Gη +Ww (2.8)
where
F =
 Fx FuˆGˆxˆ
Fˆy˜Cx Fˆxˆ + Fˆy˜CuˆGˆxˆ
 (2.9)
G =
0n×1
Fˆy˜
 (2.10)
W =
 B
0nˆ×nw
 (2.11)
An observation that can be made about F is that this is in essence the Jacobian matrix of the vector
containing x˙ and ˙ˆx. It does become helpful to keep the true state and navigation state separate in defining
variables such as F when it comes to data interpretation.
The variances and means of the process noises and augmented state need to be defined in order to
complete a linear covariance analysis. The process noises w and η have the properties
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E[w(t)] = 0, E[w(t)wT (t′)] = Swδ(t− t′) (2.12)
E[η(t)] = 0, E[η(t)ηT (t′)] = Sηδ(t− t′) (2.13)
This is to say that expected value, or mean, of the noises is zero. The variance between two measurements
separated by some time (t− t′) is assumed to be Gaussian.
The augmented state vector shares similarities here that are necessary to perform linear covariance
analysis. By definition of the reference trajectory E[x(t)] = E[x¯(t)] and E[xˆ(t)] = E[x¯n(t)] therefore it can
be asserted that
E[X] = 0 (2.14)
or that the expected dispersion of the system state away from the reference trajectory is zero. The covariance
of the augmented state is defined as
CA = E[X(t)X
T (t)] (2.15)
which is propagated by
C˙A = FCA + CAFT + GSηGT +WSwWT (2.16)
With this final update equation for the covariance of the augmented state, the state dispersions of the
dynamical system can be numerically integrated alongside the reference trajectory to compute the desired
statistics.
The covariance matrix CA is the output of the linear covariance analysis and directly provides state
dispersion information. For example, if one of the state variables is the position vector of the system, the
variance of the position vector is described by the terms along the diagonal of CA corresponding to position.
To determine the effect that one variable has on the vehicle state, perform the linear covariance analysis
again where the variances of each other variable is zero.
Noise terms in a model such as bias in a thruster or disturbance accelerations caused by the environment
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need to be considered as augmented state variables for a linear covariance analysis. The reason for this lies
in computing the matrix CA. The last two terms of Eq. (2.16) describe white noise in sensors or actuators;
other parameters such as bias need to be considered in the first two terms. This means that these attributes
of the sensors and models need to be a part of the augmented state X. Often times these types of dynamics
can be expressed simply as exponentially correlated random variables (ECRV) with an assumed Gaussian
noise distribution although this may vary depending on the application.
2.2 Performance Evaluation
The state dispersion statistics are computed directly in the covariance matrix that is an output of the
linear covariance analysis. These statistics are the entries along the primary diagonal of the matrix, these
being the variances of each state variable within the augmented state. This variance represents the total
variance caused by each other (relevant) state variable within the augmented state. A simple conversion can
be used to compute the standard deviation and the often desired "3− σ" value for each state variable from
its variance.
It may be desirable to compute the contribution to the state dispersion from each source individually.
An example may be to compute how much of the dispersion in landing footprint is caused by accelerometer
bias. In this case, the linear covariance analysis must be run again, this time negating the error in all
other sources. This can be handled trivially by setting the uncertainty in other sources to zero and leaving
uncertainty only the source of interest. This does mean that more simulations need to be run to determine
individual sources of error, but this is often also true of Monte Carlo analyses unless error sources contribute
to state dispersion independently of each other. The total dispersion in a state caused by all sources of
uncertainty is the root sum square of the individual contributions from those sources.
There is a method to extract the true state and the navigation state dispersions from the augmented
covariance matrix
Dtrue = E[δx(t)δx
T (t)] = (In×n 0n×nˆ)CA(In×n 0n×nˆ)T (2.17)
Dnav = E[δxˆ(t)δxˆ
T (t)] = (0nˆ×n Inˆ×nˆ)CA(0nˆ×n Inˆ×nˆ)T (2.18)
Eq. (2.17) extracts the true state dispersions from the augmented covariance matrix while Eq. (2.18)
extracts the navigation state dispersions. It may also be desirable to evaluate the true filter error which can
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also be extracted from the augmented covariance matrix by Eq. (2.19).
Ptrue = (−Mx Inˆ×nˆ)CA(−Mx Inˆ×nˆ)T (2.19)
2.3 Monte Carlo Analysis and Linear Covariance Analysis
Linear covariance analysis is often compared to Monte Carlo analysis because the two analysis methods
produce conceptually similar results. As such it is important to briefly discuss the methodology behind
Monte Carlo and the results of a Monte Carlo analysis and how these compare with those of a linear
covariance analysis. Fig. 2.1 shows a general input and output block diagram for a closed-loop GNC
dynamic system [11].
Figure 2.1: General Monte Carlo analysis process for closed-loop GNC system
The state estimation error is the output for each sample run in a Monte Carlo analysis. This out-
put requires post-processing to compute the dispersion variances within each state in the system. With
a linear covariance analysis, the variances along each system state are propagated alongside the nominal
trajectory thus requiring less post-processing efforts. The primary output of a linear covariance analysis is
the augmented state covariance matrix CA.
The main diagonal of this matrix consists of the dispersion variances of each state at each point along
the reference trajectory. The off-diagonal components are the covariance terms relating each state to each
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other state. The covariance terms can be used to loosely determine the impact the uncertainty in each
variable has on each augmented state variable. If σxy represents the covariance between variables x and y,
then a value of 0 represents that these two variables do not affect each other. A value of 1 for σxy means that
these variables are perfectly linearly related. Additionally if σxy < 0, then the two variables are inversely
related, a decrease in one will lead to an increase in the other; and conversely, if σxy > 0 the two variables
are related such that an increase in one will lead to an increase in another. This kind of information is often
difficult to extract from a Monte Carlo analysis and can often require multiple analyses to be run in order
to get this information whereas this information is an output of a linear covariance analysis.
There are differences in the statistical information about the trajectory of a dynamical system between
a linear covariance analysis and a Monte Carlo analysis. Since linear covariance analysis depends upon
linearizing vehicle dynamics about a reference trajectory, the more nonlinear those dynamics are the less
accurate linear covariance analysis will be compared to Monte Carlo analysis.
The infrastructure required for a linear covariance analysis of the same system is largely identical, but
there is some additional necessary information. As outlined in Section 2.1, there are a series of partial deriva-
tives for ordinary differential equations that model the state required in order to propagate the augmented
state covariance matrix. These partial derivatives are derived from the state equations of motion meaning
they are not new inputs required for the analysis, but rather extra infrastructure derived from the input
models that are needed to perform the analysis. This means that linear covariance analysis requires more
groundwork in order to perform an analysis but, once this infrastructure is constructed, performing the
analysis requires fewer computational resources relative to Monte Carlo analysis. For example, parameter
scans may be performed against a variety of initial conditions with the same or varying uncertainties to
analyze the state dispersions in the design space. This analysis could call for tens or hundreds of analyses
which is often computationally prohibitive for Monte Carlo.
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Chapter 3
Sample Return Mission
This thesis explores the utility of linear covariance analysis for high-speed atmospheric flight systems
with application to sample return mission architectures. For this class of missions, linear covariance analysis
can be used to guide mission and vehicle design in early design phases where Monte Carlo may be com-
putationally prohibitive. Recent examples of sample return missions of interest to the community include
Artemis [12], CAESAR [13], Mars Sample Return [14], and OSIRIS-REx [15].
A mission which exhibits properties similar to lunar return, and the basis for the vehicle architecture
assessed in this thesis, is the Stardust mission [16]. Particularly of interest is the sample-return capsule
which returned to Earth in 2006 after the mission launched in 1999. The capsule itself is small and low-mass
when compared to human return capsules and features a generally simpler system design. The Stardust
capsule was equipped a G-switch to deploy the parachutes and featured little else in the form of actuation,
particularly once atmospheric entry began. Given its relatively simple design, it serves as a prime example
for showcasing linear covariance analysis.
The model proposed for this analysis is a three-degree-of-freedom model where the vehicle has three
translational states; rotational motion is not modeled, i.e. the vehicle always flies at its trim angle of attack.
This serves to simplify the vehicle design model and control laws as the primary purpose of the analysis is
to explore the impact to state dispersion from mission design choices and the environment.
The analysis in this thesis examines the portion of flight from atmospheric entry to parachute deploy; the
orbital trajectory above the atmosphere and the trajectory after parachute deployment are not considered.
3.1 Problem Formulation
The dynamics of this example problem are governed by the second-order differential equation
r¨ = ag + aD (3.1)
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Eq. (3.1) can be described by two first-order differential equations:
r˙ = v (3.2)
v˙ = ag + aD (3.3)
where ag represents the acceleration on the vehicle due to inverse-square gravity and aD represents the
acceleration due to atmospheric drag, given by:
ag = −gref
(
rref
rref + h
)2
runit (3.4)
aD = −ρv
2vunit
2β
(3.5)
where h is the altitude; rref is the radius of the Earth (spherical assumption); gref is the reference value
of gravity at Earth’s surface; runit is a unit vector of the state variable r in the ECI reference frame; ρ is
the atmospheric density; v is the magnitude of the velocity vector; vunit is a unit vector in the direction of
velocity; and β is the ballistic coefficient which is defined as
β =
m
CDAref
(3.6)
where m is the vehicle mass, CD is the hypersonic drag coefficient, and Aref is the aerodynamic reference
area of the vehicle. The aerodynamic reference area of the sample return vehicle is defined to be the base
area of the forebody heatshield.
Stardust rotated about its central axis at 16 rpm to minimize the effect of any lift generated during
atmospheric flight. For this example, this is simplified to assume the vehicle generates no lift. Additionally,
no actuators, such as thrusters, are included.
3.2 Vehicle Properties and Mission
A 3-DOF vehicle model is used with properties similar to that of the Stardust capsule. Fig. 3.1 and
Tab. 3.1 display the basic vehicle properties used in the analysis [17].
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Figure 3.1: Stardust vehicle properties serving as baseline for this analysis
Table 3.1: Vehicle properties and their uncertainties
Vehicle Property Value
Mass [kg] 45.8
Radius [m] 0.406
Drag Coefficient 1.50
For the purposes of this analysis, the vehicle is assumed spinning along its center axis such that the
average effect lift produced by any c.g. offset is nulled. Stardust was spun from 5 to 16 RPM during the early
portion of the reentry phase in an effort to achieve this effect. To simplify this analysis, the termination
condition for simulation is set to 32 km altitude, near the altitude where Stardust deployed its drogue
parachute and where left the hypersonic regime and transitioned to supersonic. A more detailed illustration
of the mission design can be seen in Fig. 3.2 [18].
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Figure 3.2: Stardust atmospheric entry mission outline
The class of trajectory for this analysis is that of high velocity entry vehicles such as sample return
missions. The nominal initial conditions used for this analysis are found in Tab. 3.2 [19].
Table 3.2: Initial entry conditions for analysis
Variable Initial Value Unit
Entry Altitude 80.0 km
Entry Velocity 12.6 km/s
Flight Path Angle -8.0 ◦
Longitude 0 ◦
Latitude 0 ◦
Heading Angle -10.0 ◦
where longitude, θ, and latitude, φ, are defined as the angles which dictate the direction of the radial vector
to the vehicle in the Earth ECI frame (Fig. 3.3 [20]). The flight path angle, γ, and heading angle, δ, serve
to dictate the direction of the inertial vehicle velocity vector from the local-vertical local-horizontal (LVLH)
reference frame. Of note is the convention that γ is negative when the vehicle is heading below the local
horizontal and δ is negative when heading northwards.
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For simplicity the vehicle will start along the x-axis of the ECI frame with Stardust-like initial flight
path angle. The velocity of the vehicle is converted from LVLH to ECI for the analysis so the equations of
motion can share a reference frame.
Figure 3.3: ECI, ECEF, and LVLH frames and their relations
For linear covariance analysis, additional vehicle states may be added for variables with uncertainty. An
example of this includes uncertainty in the drag coefficient of the vehicle. Dynamics for variables like this
will be discussed in Section 3.5.
3.3 Aerodynamic Models
For this analysis a spherical Earth is considered along with an inverse square gravity field and an
exponential atmosphere model. The gravity field is given by Eq. (3.4) and the atmospheric density model is
provided by Eq. (3.7).
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ρ = ρrefexp
(
href − h
H
)
(3.7)
The reference variables are constants which are interpreted in Tab. 3.3.
Table 3.3: Atmospheric constants used in environment
Variable Interpretation Value Units
ρref Reference Density 1.225 kgm3
gref Reference Gravitational Acceleration 9.81 ms2
href Reference Altitude 0 m
H Scale Height 8000 m
With this information, the gravitational and atmospheric drag forces forces can be computed at any
altitude. This analysis uses a constant drag coefficient for flight CD = 1.5 with a 3-σ uncertainty of 10%.
This is a simplified version of axisymmetric data from the program LAURA [21].
3.4 Nominal Case
With the state models, environmental models, and initial conditions described, an overview of the
nominal trajectory that will be used in this analysis can be constructed. Fig. 3.4 shows the altitude-velocity
profile of the nominal trajectory under the flight conditions previously established. Fig. 3.5 shows the
flight path angle as a function of velocity for the nominal trajectory; the flight path angle remains relatively
constant and shallow across most of the velocity profile until steepening to nearly −60◦ at the end of the
trajectory. Fig. 3.6 shows the acceleration peaks at 51.1 Earth g at a velocity near 8 km/s. Fig. 3.7 shows
that the nominal range for the vehicle is 285 km.
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Figure 3.4: Nominal altitude-velocity trajectory profile
Figure 3.5: Nominal flight path angle-velocity trajectory profile
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Figure 3.6: Nominal acceleration-velocity trajectory profile
Figure 3.7: Nominal range-velocity trajectory profile
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The ending altitude was chosen to correspond with the approximate altitude of the drogue parachute
deployment for the Stardust mission [18].
3.5 Augmented State Construction
There are additional states to be considered in linear covariance analysis for this example problem. Un-
certainty in both the drag coefficient and atmospheric density are considered here and thus are incorporated
into the augmented state matrix. The time evolution of the hypersonic drag coefficient is given by
C˙D = 0 (3.8)
While the drag coefficient is assumed to be constant over the trajectory, adding the drag coefficient to
the augmented state enables uncertainty in this state to be propagated along the trajectory.
Uncertainty in the density is modeled as a noise term in the exponential density model and is modeled
as an exponentially correlated random variable (ECRV) [22] with the following differential equation:
ρe = −ρe
τρ
+ ηρ (3.9)
where τρ is the time constant for the ECRV and ηρ is a noise term such that
E[ηρ(t)] = 0 (3.10)
E[ηρ(t)ηρ(t
′)] =
2σ2ρ,ss
τρ
δ(t− t′) (3.11)
The ECRV ρe modifies Eq. (3.7) as
ρ = (ρref + ρe)exp
(
href − h
H
)
(3.12)
The atmospheric uncertainty is modeled in this way such that the uncertainty scales with altitude. If
the 3 − σ uncertainty in the density is 10% the nominal value of density, then incorporating that into the
model as is done in Eq. (3.12) allows for that 10% uncertainty in density to be dependent on altitude. A
typical value for τρ is 1s.
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Additionally, an explicit variable for altitude ht is included in the augmented state, this variable does
not impact the uncertainties of others, and instead is incorporated to propagate uncertainty in altitude
which cannot be gathered directly from ECI position uncertainties. It is a variable included for performance
analysis purposes.
ht = |r| − rref =
√
r2x + r
2
y + r
2
z − rref (3.13)
To summarize, the augmented state matrix is constructed from
x =
[
rx ry rz vx vy vz CD ρe ht
]T
(3.14)
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Chapter 4
Linear Covariance Analysis Results
Given the information presented in the previous chapters, a comparison between Monte Carlo analysis
and linear covariance analysis on this sample-return dynamic system can begin. Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 display the
dispersions in each axis of the ECI frame for position and velocity of the system. The comparison of these
variables are of interest since the dynamics of the system are with respect to the ECI frame. A comparison
of the altitude dispersion obtained from Monte Carlo analysis and linear covariance analysis can be found
in Fig. 4.6. In all figures the Monte Carlo analysis, the sample size is 1000.
(a) State rx (b) State ry (c) State rz
Figure 4.1: ECI position dispersion comparison over nominal trajectory profile between linear covariance
analysis and Monte Carlo analysis in the (a) ECI x-position, (b) ECI y-position, and (c) ECI z-position
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(a) State vx (b) State vy (c) State vz
Figure 4.2: ECI velocity dispersion comparison over nominal trajectory profile between linear covariance
analysis and Monte Carlo analysis in the (a) ECI x-velocity, (b) ECI y-velocity, and (c) ECI z-velocity
The ECI y-position and velocity show higher levels of dispersion in large part to the initial condition
directing most of the velocity along the direction of the ECI y-axis.
Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 show that the linear covariance analysis often underpredicts the results obtained from
the Monte Carlo simulation; however, the results do match well for each variable. The percent difference in
each state variables dispersion between the two analyses is shows as a function of time in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5.
Each variable is bounded by a maximum difference of 4% which shows that the linear covariance and Monte
Carlo analyses match very well.
Fig. 4.6 displays the dispersion in the altitude tracked by the state variable ht and Fig. 4.7 displays
the percent difference in this dispersion between the Monte Carlo and linear covariance analyses. The
maximum percent difference is 1.64% and the final altitude dispersion from linear covariance analysis is
within 0.15% the altitude dispersion obtained from Monte Carlo. On average, the linear covariance analysis
completed within 1.55 seconds while the 1000-sample Monte Carlo analysis completed in 323.71 seconds
meaning that, on average, linear covariance analysis completed in 0.48% the time required for Monte Carlo.
This was performed on an Intel Xeon, 330 GHz processor without parallel processing. Fig. 4.3 displays the
computation time required to perform each analysis as a function of sample size. The time required for LCA
is independent of sample size while Monte Carlo varies linearly with sample size.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of time required to complete a linear covariance analysis and Monte Carlo analysis
based on number of samples
Figure 4.4: ECI position dispersion percent difference between Monte Carlo (1000 simulations) and linear
covariance analysis
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Figure 4.5: ECI velocity dispersion percent difference between Monte Carlo (1000 simulations) and linear
covariance analysis
Figure 4.6: Altitude dispersion comparison of Monte Carlo analysis and linear covariance analysis
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Figure 4.7: Altitude dispersion percent difference between Monte Carlo analysis (1000 samples) and linear
covariance analysis
An advantage to utilizing linear covariance analysis is the relative ease of computing the contribution
to state dispersion from each error source (Fig. 4.8). This is possible with Monte Carlo but often requires
running multiple simulations only factoring in one source of uncertainty at a time. While this is true for linear
covariance analysis as well, given that the computational resources required to execute a linear covariance
analysis are lesser than those required of a Monte Carlo analysis, there is often a time benefit to using linear
covariance instead of Monte Carlo. This especially holds true for more complex systems.
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Figure 4.8: Error source contribution to altitude dispersion from linear covariance analysis
Given the savings on computational resources gained by using linear covariance analysis, it is possible to
perform variable sweeps within a mission or vehicle design space to examine the impact on state uncertainty
for a variety of inputs. While this is again possible using Monte Carlo, its computationally more efficient
to use linear covariance analysis for this type of study. Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 display the impact on the final
position and velocity state dispersion in the ECI frame.
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(a) State rx (b) State ry (c) State rz
Figure 4.9: Final ECI position dispersion from parameter sweep over initial flight path angle and initial
velocity (a) ECI x-position [km], (b) ECI y-position [km], and (c) ECI z-position [km]
(a) State vx
v
(b) State vy (c) State vz
Figure 4.10: Final ECI velocity dispersion from parameter sweep over initial flight path angle and initial
velocity (a) ECI x-velocity [m/s], (b) ECI y-velocity [m/s], and (c) ECI z-velocity [m/s]
Sweeping across different initial conditions for flight path angle and entry velocity (while maintaining
the same uncertainty in both) displays the the uncertainties within this system at its final state are driven
largely by flight path angle while the entry velocity has little impact on the uncertainty. This is expressed
as well in Fig. 4.11 where the final altitude uncertainty shown in the contours is based heavily on flight path
angle and is impacted only slightly by velocity. It is worth noting that the larger uncertainties towards the
shallower initial flight path angles may be partially driven by atmospheric skipping: the vehicle exhibiting a
positive flight path angle at some point during flight, possibly prolonging the flight significantly and allowing
these uncertainties to grow significantly in turn. This information can prove useful when designing nominal
mission profiles and their impact on final state uncertainties.
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For this mission, the vehicle begins to skip when entering at flight path angles of −1.8◦ or shallower.
Performing an analysis around this point can highlight a limitation of linear covariance analysis. For a Monte
Carlo analysis, a bimodal distribution in uncertainty would be likely as simulations with shallower flight path
angles and other initial conditions being comparable to nominal may skip while steeper flight path angles
wouldn’t. The simulations with shallower angles would have trajectory properties potentially very different
to those of steeper angles, one such example would be the range difference in those trajectories. The state
dispersions from the nominal trajectory for shallower flight path angles would be larger than those for steeper
flight path angles. With linear covariance analysis, this bimodal distribution in the dispersion cannot be
seen. As the trajectory properties and shape begin to vary significantly, like they do with atmospheric skip
trajectories, linear covariance analysis becomes much less reliable when compared to Monte Carlo analysis.
Figure 4.11: Final altitude dispersion [m] from parameter sweep in initial flight path angle and velocity
It is possible to perform a sweep across the uncertainties in two variables just as we have swept across
the initial conditions in two variables. For example, the impact on final state uncertainty caused by the
uncertainty in initial position and velocity is explored in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13. The initial uncertainties are
swept to ±50% of their nominal value.
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(a) State rx (b) State ry (c) State rz
Figure 4.12: Final ECI position dispersion from parameter sweep over initial uncertainty in position and
velocity (a) ECI x-position [km], (b) ECI y-position [km], and (c) ECI z-position [km]
(a) State vx (b) State vy (c) State vz
Figure 4.13: Final ECI velocity dispersion from parameter sweep over initial uncertainty in position and
velocity (a) ECI x-velocity [m/s], (b) ECI y-velocity [m/s], and (c) ECI z-velocity [m/s]
This uncertainty space shows behavior similar to that seen in the initial state sweep where one variable
is largely the driver of final state uncertainty while the other variable has little impact. In this case, the
uncertainty in the initial position drives the final state dispersion while the uncertainty in initial velocity has
comparatively little impact. This uncertainty appears to increase linearly with initial position uncertainty
and is reinforced by exploring the final altitude dispersion seen in Fig. 4.14. This information can be valuable
when determining the required fidelity of the navigation and control system leading up to atmospheric entry.
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Figure 4.14: Final altitude dispersion [m] from uncertainty sweep in initial position and velocity
Linear covariance analysis can also be used to examine the impact on final state uncertainty as a function
of one design variable in both its nominal value and its associated uncertainty. This sweep is performed on
the drag coefficient of the vehicle, the results are displayed in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16. These results seem to
suggest some differences in how the two inputs impact the final state dispersion. Where the final state
position is impacted most by the uncertainty in the drag coefficient, the final state velocity is impacted most
by the nominal value of the drag coefficient. Fig. 4.17 shows another result, which is that the uncertainty
in drag coefficient largely drives the final altitude dispersion.
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(a) State rx (b) State ry (c) State rz
Figure 4.15: Final ECI position dispersion from parameter sweep over initial uncertainty in drag coefficient
and its associated uncertainty (a) ECI x-position [km], (b) ECI y-position [km], and (c) ECI z-position [km]
(a) State vx (b) State vy (c) State vz
Figure 4.16: Final ECI velocity dispersion from parameter sweep over initial uncertainty in drag coefficient
and its associated uncertainty (a) ECI x-velocity [m/s], (b) ECI y-velocity [m/s], and (c) ECI z-velocity
[m/s]
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Figure 4.17: Final altitude dispersion [m] from sweeping across nominal value of CD and its associated
uncertainty
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This thesis explored one aerospace example comparing linear covariance analysis to Monte Carlo analysis.
The example used was derived from the Stardust sample return mission and was chosen for its relatively
simple mission and vehicle design given that the capsule was uncontrolled in atmospheric flight. This allowed
for an exploration of the design space focused on nominal initial state and its uncertainties as well as the
impact from environmental models such as the vehicle’s aero-coefficient and the atmospheric density model.
The contributions from individual sources of error were found. For this system, the majority of state
uncertainty was caused by uncertainty in the initial position of the vehicle. Further analysis was performed
to examine the impact on final state dispersion caused by modifying the nominal trajectory and modifying
the state uncertainties. This analysis provided valuable information that the final state of the dynamic model
is more sensitive to changes in initial position and position uncertainty than it is from other sources such as
initial velocity and velocity uncertainty.
Performing parameter sweeps revealed more information about the sensitivity of state dispersion from
initial conditions and uncertainties. Both the nominal entry velocity and the uncertainty in that velocity
had relatively negligible impact on the varying the altitude dispersion at parachute deploy compared to
uncertainty in initial position which contributed the most to varying this dispersion. A ±50% modifier to
uncertainty in initial position resulted in a 3−σ altitude dispersion ranging from 995 m to 2078 m compared
to the nominal dispersion of 1495 m.
A parameter sweep of initial flight path angle and initial velocity revealed that the sensitivity on altitude
dispersion varied non-linearly with nominal entry flight path angle. The 3 − σ dispersion on altitude at
parachute deploy ranged from 1.566 km to 8.841 km across the design space. Studying the effects of the
changes in nominal drag coefficient compared to the uncertainty in that parameter revealed that the nominal
drag coefficient has little impact on the dispersion of altitude at parachute deploy while the uncertainty in
that parameter has a comparatively larger impact. In performing the initial linear covariance analysis and
Monte Carlo analysis using the nominal mission and vehicle inputs and uncertainties. In comparing the two
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analyses, a Monte Carlo simulation of 1000 samples was run against the linear covariance simulation and the
analyses were within 4% of each other on state uncertainty errors. Additionally the linear covariance analysis
completed in 0.48% the time it took to complete the Monte Carlo analysis using the same computational
resources.
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